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ABSTRACT

2.

By extending the time ·bandWidth product concept to fractional
Fourier domains, a generalized time·bandwidth product (GTBP)
is introduced. The GTBP provides a rotation independent mea·
sure for the support of the signals in time-frequency domain. A
close .form expression for the adaptive kernel of STFT that pro
vides the minimum increase on the GTBP of a signal is derived.
Also, a linear· canonical decomposition of the obtained GTBP 0p
timal STFT is presented to identify its relation to the rotationally
invariant STFT analysis.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The choice of the STFT lceniel determines the time -frequency (T.
F) signal localization properties of the distribution. Among the
Hermite·Gaussian function family that satisfies the T·F domain r0tation property, the gaussian function is the most commonly used
kernel function. This is mainly because of the fact that the gaussian
kernel has the minimum time-bandwidth product (TBP). However,
STFT with the gaussian kernel still suffers from the problem of
limited resolution. To overcome the inherent trade·off between
the time and the frequency localization of the STFT, several a1.
ternatives have been investigated in the literature [1,2]. Although
these investigations provide significant improvements in the T·F
localization of signal components, in the presence of chirp-like
signals, they still provide descriptions whose localization proper·
ties depend on the orientation of the signal components in the T·F
domain.
In this paper, we introduce a generalization of the TBP, GTBP,
to obtain a measure of compactness in the T·F plane that does not
change even if the signal is fractionally Fourier transformed, or

equivalendy, the signaI is rotated in the T·F plane. Then, we ob·
tain the optimal STFT kernel which provides the ·most compact
representation considering the GTBP of a signal component The
proposed T·F analysis is shown to be equivalent to an .ordinary
STFT analysis conducted in a scaled fractional Fourier transform
domain. The obtained GTBP optimal STFT representation yields
optimally compact T·F supports for chirp-like signals on the STFT
plane. To provide further insight, It linear canonical decomposi.
tion of the obtained GTBP optimal STFT analysis is presented.
The canonical decomposition reveals that GTBP optimal STFT is
equivalent to cascade connections of signal.independent T·F do·
main rotation and scaling operations and signal·independent STFT
analysis with the zeroth-order Hemlite-Gaussian kernel.
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II

TIME-FREQUENCY LOCALIZATION BY STFT

An important criterion for the success of T·F representations is

how well it preserves the T·F domain support of signals. Among
the commonly used T·F representations, WD is the best in this re
spect. However, the cross-terms of the WD clutters the obtained T
F representation. Therefore, in a way it disturbs the actual support
of the signal in the T-F domain. The STFT family provides cross
term free T-F representations. So, support preservation criteria is
applicable to measure the success of the alternative STFT repre
sentations. In this section we investigate the effect of the STFT
kernel on the obtained T·F support of the signal components. This
investigation will require generalize� definition of the TBP. Fur
thermore, it will lead to signal adaptive STFT's.
The T-F domain support of a signal x(t) is commonly mea
sured by its time width, T.. , and its frequency domain bandwidth,
B... Therefore the TBP, which is defined as T... B." has been
commonly used as a measure for the T·F domain support of the
signal. The well known uncertainty principle dictates that 1/41r is
a lower bound on the TBP of a signal and only the gaussian signal
has a TBP equal to this lower bound [3]. If the TBP is chosen as
the measure of support, a well defined optimization problem can
be cast for the optimal STFr kernel as presented in Appendix A.
Although the TBP of a signal is commonly used, it is not a
satisfactory measure for the T·F support of signals. This is il
lustrated in Fig. I -(a), where support of a chirp signal and its
bounding rectangle with sides time and frequency widths and area
equal to TBP is shown. For a windowed chirp signal x(t)
e3,,(ot2+2Pt) -ft''Yt2 the TBP of the signal
e
,

TBP {x(t ) }

=

1
41r

x(t) equals to:

[ 1 + �2 ]

2 1/2

(I)

Even though the T-F domain rotation operation that is imple
mented by fractional Fourier transformation (FrFT) just rotates the
support of x(t), the TBP shown in Fig. 2 changes significantly.
The minimum TBP is reached when the signal support is oriented
along the time or frequenCy axes. As seen from this example, TBP
is always an upper bound to the support of the signal in the T-F
domain. To obtain a tighter measure, here we propose a general
ization ofTBP which is defined as:

OTBP{x(t}}

=

min

O�q<4

TBP{x.. (t}}

(2)

where x.. is the ath order FrFT of x(t) given by [3]:

x.. (t) == {F'x}(t)
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=

/B.. (t,t')x(t')dt',

0 <

lal

<

2

(3)

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1. TBP which is the area of the dashed rec�gle shown in (a)

is not a tight measure for the T-F support of signals. The GTBP
is the area of the tightest bounding rectangle to the support of the
signal as illustrated in (b).

where a E !R and

;(
e- i

Ba (t, t')

Ba(t,t')

j,..(t2cot<t> tt'csc/foH,2cot/fo)
-2
e
.

1 sin 4111/2

(4)

The generalized definition satisfies the fundamental rotation in
variance property, so that the GTBP of a signal x (t) and its �h_
order FrFT, xao(t ) is the same for any Go. This can be prove as
follows. Since the FrFT is order additive, the GTBP of Xao (t) IS:

�

(5)

min TBP{Xao+a(t)}.

0:$,,<4

Since the fractional Fourier transformation is periodic with a pe

riod of

4, we obtain:

c

where «'»4 denotes the modulo by 4 operation. Now by han ging
the variable of minimization to a' =
+ a»" we get:

«ao

GTBP{X"o(t)} = min

0$0'<4

", (t)}

TBP{x

=

(8)

GTBP{x(t)} .

.

As illustrated in Fig I -(b), the GTBP provides the tightest
bounding rectangle to the support of the signal in the T-F domain.
As it is investigated for the TBP in Appendix A, it is important

to obtain the optimal STFT kernel co n sid ering the GTBP of a sig 
nal. Actually, this investigation can be conducted as follows. As
shown in Fig. I-(b), for a signal x(t) whose bounding rectangle is
oriented at an angle l/Io, which is not equal to 0 or '11"/2, the frac
=
tionally Fourier transformed signal x.,o (t) where
has its
bounding rectangle oriented along the time axis. The transformed

ao

�q,o

signal Xao(t) has its TBP and GTBP equal to each other. There
fore for x" (t) the optimal STFT window is the gaussian window
with T o and B", o as the corresponding time and
given in
bandwidth of the transformed signa\. The desired T-F representa
tion of x(t) can be obtained as the counter-clockwise rotation of
the optimal STFT for xao (t) by an angle of l/Io. Since the STFT of

....

..

Xao(t) is:

S"'''o (t,f)

=

f xao(t')h"(t' _ t

)e

- 2,../t' dt' ,
J

(9)

II

h(t)

=

e-"''Y t2 where 'Y =

B.a.Q
�
.
-"0

Then the desired representation ofx(t) is equal to R<t>o {S", ..o (t, In
and can be written as:

D"'(t,f)=�J

J if h{t' -t)e'2>r/tB-ao{t',1')dtlX(1')d1

(11)

in the brackets can be recognized as the
'
-a�h-order FrFT of h(t' - t) eJ21r/t which is simply the time
and frequency shifted form of the kernel h(t). Using the time and
frequency shift properties of the FrFT, D,,(t, f) is obtained as:
In (11), the expression

D",(t, f)
where tP =
kernel is:

(7)

GTBP{x(t)} given in (2). Thus, for any £10:

GTBP{xao(t)}

(18)

area of the
owev

]

with optimal gaussian kernel

(6)

which is equal to the

the

shown for x{t).

f)=f if

is:

=

al

support of a chirp sign x(t ) = e7>r(5t2+2llt) e-..t2, h
er the
TBP changes. The dependence of the TBP on the FrFT order a is

by using (3) and the property Ba(t', 1') = B_,,(t', 1') we obtain:
"
S"'o o(t,
h(t' - t)e'2"./t' B-ao(t',l')dt, X(l')dl' (10)

Sgn(sin/fo)+!)

GTBP{Xao(t)}

Fig. 2. The rotation operation does not change

=

e-J"V>

f x(l') gGTBP(l' - t)

e-J21r/T

dl'

(12)

(t2 - 12) sin 410 cos 410 + 2tl sin2 410, and the optimal

90TBP(1') =

_ fI'-r2 eo' 4toc...2-1) _trr2 .., c.c2 tJ!;o
.,'+00,2.0 e
.,'+00" .0
Ke J

(13)

1+1 co,
+0 . Since the phase .p can be ignored in
'Y+J cot<t>o
D., (t, f), it is easy to see that the desired representatio!' in (12)
.
has the fonn ofSTFf with kernel gGTBP{l'). This exphClt form
of the GTBP optimal STFT distribution provides significant com

where K

=

putational saving in practice. Once the fractional order 110, and the
corresponding time-width T., o and the bandwidth B", o o the
signal in this fractional domain is determined, the computational
complexity of(12) is the same as the computational complexity of
the ordinary STFT.

..

.

.. !,

In F ig 3, T-F domain localization by

TBP optimal STFf and

-

'
optimal STFT of a chirp signal, x (t) = e7"t2 II"t2/9 IS
compared T-F support of the GTBP optimal STFf illustrated in
Fig. 3-(b) is significantly better localized when compared to the
the TBP optimal STFT illustrated in Fig. 3-(a). To illustrate the
effect of noise, a synthetic chirp signal embedded in - 5 dB noise
is analyzed by both TBP and GTBP optimal S� � sh� in

GTBP

.

.

Fig 4. A significant improvement for the T-F localtzati�n of chirp

like components is observed when compared to the ordmary STFT
with similar computational complexity. In the next section, we will

GTBP �ptimal

STFT such
.
that the rotation invarlance is satisfied in a certain scaled fracti nal
Fourier domain.

provide a canonical decomposition of
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3. The GTBP optimal STFf illustrated in (b) has a signif
icantly improved T-F support than the TBP optimal STFf illus
trated in (a).

...,

3. GTBP OPTIMAL STFT AND ROTATION PROPERTY

R-l/>o{IS",(t, f)1 } , r/Jo

=

a07r/ 2

T he main reason behind the introduction of this canonical de
composition is that the rotation invariant STFT with the zeroth
order Hermite-Gaussian kernel is explicitly shown to be part of
every GTBP optimal STFT analysis. Therefore, for any arbitrary
mono-component signal, there exists a "natural domain" where the
rotation independent STFT analysis with zeroth-order Hermite
Gaussian kemel provides the GTBP optimal STFT representation.
The signals are transformed to their "natural domains" by the first
two operations of the canonical decomposition. We believe this
concept of "natural domain" is theoretically significant and will
provide further insight to the research on T-F signal analysis.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

(14)

where R denotes for the counter-clockwise rotation operator. This
can be shown as follows. If ho (t) is used as the kemel function of
the S"'m (t, f) in (10), by employing the time and frequency shift
p
properties of the FrFT [3], we obtain:

S"'mo(t,f)

=

x

el'"

/

x(T)ho(T-tcosr/Jo+/sinr/Jo)

e,2"r(llinl/>o+!cosl/>o)dT

(IS)

where 1/J
(t2 - 12) sin r/Jo cos r/Jo + 2tl sin2 r/Jo. The magni
tude of S",.o (t, f) in (IS) is simply equal to the magnitude of
R-I/>o {s.,(t, In satisfying the rotation property stated in (14) .
=

The obtained STFT representation with the zeroth-order Hermi
te-Gaussian kernel should be operated in two successive stages to
provide the final answer. First, a T-F domain scaling should be
performed so that,

D.(t,J)

=

D(t/M,Mf)

(16)

where D(t,/) is the input and D.(t,J) is the output of the T-F
scaling operation. The effect of this scaling operation is shown in
Fig. 6-(t) and (g). Then, the final GTBP optimal STFT distribu
tion is obtained by the rotation operation, Rq,{D.(t, In and its
effect is shown in Fig. 6-(h) which yields a high-resolution T-F
description corresponding to the original signal.

II

.

TBP optimal STFT illustrated in (b) and the GTBP optimal STFT
illustrated in (d) with the kemel function shown in (c).

=

=

.

Fig. 4. The noisy chirp signal shown in (a) is analyzed by both the

Although (12) provides an efficient implementation method for the
GTBP optimal STFT analysis, we would like to introduce a mul
tistage implementation of it as shown in Fig. S -(b). This decom
position is a linear canonical representation of the GTBP optimal
STFT an �IYSis with a sequence of operations explained and illus
trated in Fig. 6. First, the a&h order FrFT of the input signal is
computed using (3). As shown in Fig. 6 -(d), the T-F support of
the transformed signal (shown in Fig. 6-(c» is oriented along the
time axis. Then the transformed signal is scaled so that the T
F support will fit into a circular support. The scaling parameter
M is chosen as ../B,. o / T", o [4]. As shown in Fig. 6-(t), the T-F
support of the scaled signal (shown in Fig. 6-(e» fits into a circu
lar region. Once the support of the silP.lal becomes circular, the
GTBP optimal STFT and the TBP optimal STFT becomes iden
tical. Hence, as it can be shown easily by using (IS), the kemel
of the GTBP optimal STFT is the zeroth-order Hermite-Gaussian
e .. 12• Such an STFT operation satisfies the
function ho(t)
following rotation property:

IS"'mo (t, f)1

.

I
I

-

In this paper, we introduced the GTBP which provides a rotation
invariant measure for the T-F support signals. Then, the GTBP
optimal STFT analysis is proposed for mono-component signals.
Along with the proposed efficient implementation of the GTBP
optimal STFT, a theoretically insightful canonical decomposition
of it is presented. This way, the GTBP optimal STFT analysis is
related to the rotationally invariant STFT analysis with the zeroth
order Hermite-Gaussian kernel. Also, this decomposition provided
a "natural domain" concept for mono-component signals.
T he proposed GTBP optimal STFf requires determination of
parameters related to the T-F support of mono-component sig
nals which must be adaptively chosen in practical applications [5].
Also, the GTBP optimal STFT representation of multi-component
signals needs the determination of the required set of parameters
for each signal component. Efficient ways of estimating the re
quired support parameters require further research.
APPENDIX A

In this appendix, TBP optimal STFT analysis is presented. As
shown in Fig. 7, for an STFT kernel g(t), the T-F domain support
of the representation for x(t) can be zoned into a rectangular re
gion of respective T-F dimensions of(T.. + Tg) and (B., + Bg).
To choose the optimal window that adapts to the analyzed signal
x(t), the following optimization criterion can be used:
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(a)

,

x(t)

.

.

.

(b)
Fig. 5. Block diagram ofGTBP optimal STFr is shown in (a), and
the linear canonical decomposition of it is shown in (b). The first
two operational blocks in (b) transforms the mono-componcnt sig
nal z(t) to its ''natural domain" where the rotation invariant STFr
.with kernel ho(t) provides the GTBP optimal STFT distribution.
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It can be easily seen that the optimal solution get) must satisfy the
uncertainty principle with equality, therefore, it must be a gaUssian
kcmel. Hence, the optimization problem can be solved in this set
by just obtaining the time-width of the gaussian by solving the
following problem:

1 1
min (Tz +T)
g · (Bz +
)
41r T. 9
T.

101

�,

J

...,
...,
...

(17)
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With a little effort the optimal time-width of get) is obtained as
.

Tg

=

J 4;". and the corresponding optimal gaussian window is:
- e-,..C·B./T.
gTBP(t) -

.

(18)

For z(t) itself a gaussian signal with Tz . Bz 1/41r, this optimal
time-support for the gaussian kemel function reduces to the com
monly used rule-of-thumb of choosing the Tg
Tz. Otherwise,
the optimal time support Tg is always shorter than the time support
of the analyzed signal Til'
=

=
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